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the customer profile pops up on the agent desktop screen.
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Having a properly integrated CRM and accounting solution is
critical in cost-and-revenue analysis. Claritas™ CRM serves as

Seamless ERP-CRM integration is by far the biggest dream and

master of all customer information, triggering updates in

at the same time nightmare for large-scale enterprise. The

accounting system in real time. With direct open database

reason for ERP-CRM integration is mainly financially driven.

connectivity into accounting system, CRM also allows users to

Companies with high volume sales transactions can almost see
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immediate ROI in order-to-cash process, i.e.: cost savings
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coming from minimized error in order entry, approval workflow
for discounts and reduced manual labor on redundant ERP and
CRM data entry. Yet, ERP-CRM integration is also the most
difficult among all integration needs, reason being ERP is often
built on proprietary platform and does not offer much in terms
of integration standards and API.

Telephony
Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) is an important complements to CRM especially in a Call Center environment. With
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customer contact information and related data can pop up on
screen, allowing agents to interact with CRM system in real
time, hence result in improved call handling and response
times. Business can also route certain callers to most appropriate agents based on skillset or product expertise.
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